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Much attention has been focused on describing the utility of artificial intelligence (AI) applied to diabetic
retinopathy data. It has been determined that there are ample opportunities for AI algorithms within
medicine and that AI is even superior to what we can determine with the professional human eye. However,
fewer studies actually have looked at a combined model, or rather, a collective intelligence approach
of both human and computer/machine efforts. We attempt to describe and demonstrate the power of
collective intelligence in the future of medicine and to offer ways to consider a more complementary
approach to both humans and computers.
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1. Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy is the number one cause of vision loss in the world. An estimated 275 million people in the world
have diabetes mellitus, with about 10% having vision threatening diabetic retinopathy [1]. Given the effort needed for
massive screening worldwide, numerous research teams are attempting to develop and implement screening programs
based on AI. Groups of researchers at companies like Google’s DeepMind have worked on using complex AI architectures to build, train, and screen for disease with high sensitivity and specificity [2, 3]. Companies such as IDx have been
approved by the FDA in 2018 to screen for diabetic retinopathy in primary care offices [4]. As ML methods improve, and
AI technology becomes more accessible worldwide, integrating the technology within healthcare systems for practical
use becomes a greater challenge.
These clinical models are often built on a triage based approach [5], referring AI analyzed images with identifiable
manifestations of diabetic disease to ophthalmologists for further evaluation. Despite this approach, issues in image
quality, diversity of images used to build and validate ML models, patient acceptability, and physician augmentation
continue to arise [6–8]. A recent study attempting to evaluate model based grading assistance augmented with welltrained retinal specialists demonstrated the potential to increase overall grading sensitivity without decreasing specificity, though time needed for screening images increased [9].
Given that AI model development is becoming easier and better understood, screening programs in diabetic retinopathy, and medicine in general, are now moving towards understanding how human expertise can be augmented.
One approach has been through developments of methods for screening and referring for DR with autonomous, offline
phone applications, with no human analysis [10]. While this method has been shown to be effective for screening, we
believe human augmentation will be necessary for dealing with diverse data sets to increase diagnostic accuracy and
alleviating some of the concerns of “black box” model explainability in the clinical setting. A model’s value is not just
held in its algorithmic performance, but also in how it classifies disease and explains this to physicians and patients,
increasing its overall acceptance [11].
In this paper, we will demonstrate our approach to factoring human opinion in conjunction with AI by emsembing
AI models and crowd opinions (which were collected with a crowdsourcing application, DiagnosUs) to investigate our
hypothesis: that a collective intelligence approach (human + computer) not only increases model acceptance but is also
more accurate than AI or human expertise alone. Ensembling is the method that will allow us to combine these multiple models to perform the same task by way of a singular model with higher diagnostic accuracy [12].
2. Methods and Materials
Data Understanding

Sometimes datasets are initially too large to sort through, so transfer learning models are adopted. Transfer learning
is often employed in machine learning [13]. It offers a way to train and utilize a smaller set of data (originating from a
larger source) and thereafter an ability to apply it to a larger collection of data in the future.
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We used the EyePACS diabetic retinopathy dataset [14]. The dataset contained 35,126 images, which came from different models and types of cameras. This was important because even the way a photo is taken can affect the visual
appearance of whether the macula is located on either the left or the right. Some images were shown as one would see
the retina anatomically (macula on the left, optic nerve on the right for the right eye). Others were shown as one would
see through a microscope condensing lens (i.e. inverted, as one sees in a typical live eye exam). Some images contained
artifacts, were out of focus, underexposed, or overexposed. Nonetheless, the dataset was ideal to develop a robust algorithm that would be able to function in the presence of noise and variation.
The following labels were used to scale images and rate the presence of diabetic retinopathy:
0 – No DR
1 – Mild
2 – Moderate
3 – Severe
4 – Proliferative
However, one issue with this original larger dataset was that the labels were not balanced. As you can see in Figure 1
demonstrating the distribution of labels in the dataset, most of the images were representative of either mild or moderate diabetic retinopathy or none at all. This was the dataset made available through Kaggle. There were 25,810 images
labeled as “No diabetic retinopathy” or (0), 2,443 images labeled as “Mild” or (1), 5,292 images labeled as “Modeate” or
(2), 873 images labeled as “Severe” or (3), and 703 images labeled as “Proliferative” or (4).
Data Cleaning and Preparation

We partitioned the dataset by taking out 572 images from each labeled class, such that we had two sub-datasets to work
with. The first fraction of the dataset contained 2,858 images with 572 images belonging to each class. This fraction was
then uploaded to DiagnosUs to accumulate crowd opinions and was later used as the testing set for AI models. Figure 2
shows the distribution of labels in this subset.

Figure 1: Distribution of labels in EyePACS dataset.

Figure 2: Distribution of labels in the crowd/testing subset.
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The rest of the 32,268 images became the other subset, which we used as the training set for our AI models. Because
the dataset contained a disproportionately large amount of images without diabetic retinopathy (labeled as 0), compared to other labels, it made sense to randomly throw out ~20,000 of these images to make the distribution less
unbalanced. The training fraction finally contained 12,268 images distributed across 5 classes. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of labels in the training subset (about 12,268 images).
3. Crowd Intelligence Results
Exploratory Analysis

Once the subsets were constructed, we employed an application, DiagnosUs, to collect human annotations on these
images. DiagnosUs, is freely downloadable on iOS devices through Apple’s Application Store in which users are incentivized to annotate medical images. In this study, the “crowd” is defined as a variety of professionals, semi-professionals
and untrained lay people. Users can volitionally “compete” for prize money by viewing images and “reading” or labeling
them with pre-assigned binary tasks or other numerical tasks, such as diabetic retinopathy. There is significance in the
diversity of the crowd.
With a diverse crowd, there are certain strengths of some users that are more apparent compared to the strengths of
other users, regardless of education or background [15–17]. This is believed to be because different individuals’ errors
can cancel out sometimes even the best individual [15–18]. Hong and Page conclude that the diversity of a crowd can
also contribute a diversity of intuition and different problem solving abilities that make them more reliable and accurate than a comparative group of specialists [19]. Additionally, the diversity of the crowd, including both the lay public
and medical specialists allows for a more collaborative approach to both reproduce and legitimize annotation results,
as is demonstrated best in the recent Halabi et al. study [20]. Additionally, the diversity of the crowd also minimizes any
inherent bias that could be potentially introduced [16].
It is with this understanding, that DiagnosUs reads were accumulated for a 40 day period from 10/10/2019 to
11/19/2019. Ultimately we obtained 52,412 reads on the 2,858 images subset from the EyePACS dataset, which were
evaluated by ~200 users under the topic of Diabetic Retinopathy. Collectively, we assessed and analyzed the accuracy of
each user compared to the others and compared to the gold standard of that medical image – an annotation or label
from a board-certified physician.
As demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5, most of the images from this initial collection had about 14 reads and were
each annotated by about 14 unique users. This ensured high confidence in the results and helped in identifying cases
which were truly controversial.
Aggregation and Evaluation

All the accumulated reads were aggregated modally by each annotator for each image to get a majority opinion of the
annotator for an image, and thereafter all majority opinions by all annotators for an image were modally aggregated to
get the majority crowd opinion for that image.
Once we had crowd labels for all 2,858 images, we used Quadratic Weighted Kappa score, a measure of inter-rater
reliability [21], to evaluate majority crowd labels against the correct labels. Ultimately, we obtained a kappa score of
0.36 and an AUC score of 0.68.
4. Artificial Intelligence Results
Preprocessing

We used auto-cropping method with a Gaussian filter to increase the robustness (data sufficiently immune to noise)
and to enhance the distinctive features in the images. This increased the performance when we trained our AI models.

Figure 3: Distribution of labels in the training subset.
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Figure 4: Distribution of counts of reads for images.

Figure 5: Distribution of counts of reads for cases by unique annotators.
Transfer Learning with EfficientNet

EfficientNet was released this June (2019) by Google AI [22] and is the new state-of-the-art on ImageNet (Figure 6). It
introduces a systematic way to scale Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in a nearly optimal way.
Since we wanted to optimize the Quadratic Weighted Kappa score we formulated this problem as a regression task. In
this way, we were more flexible in our optimization and could yield higher scores than solely optimizing for accuracy.
We optimized pre-trained EfficientNetB3, EfficientNetB4 and EfficientNetB5 with a few added layers. Our final AI model
was a simple average/ensemble of these three optimized models.
Loss, Augmentations, Pooling

We used Mean Squared Error as the loss function.
Since we did not have a huge amount of data (12,268 images, only 133 of which were labeled 4’s), we augmented the
images to make the model more robust. We rotated the images on any angle. Also, we flipped the images both horizontally and vertically. Lastly, we divide the image matrices by 128 for normalization.
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Additionally, we replaced all the Batch Normalization layers with Group Normalization layers as Batch Normalization
becomes unstable with small batch sizes (<16).
We employed RAdam optimizer, since it often yields better convergence than Vanilla Adam optimizer.
Evaluation

In the end, our evaluation yielded the validation and test weighted kappa quadratic results below (Table 1). As visualized, each test set had a different result, but cumulatively, the ensemble together was superior than any set alone.
5. Collective Intelligence Results

Ensembling Crowd Intelligence and AI

Contrary to many of the ways ML, and in particular transfer learning, is represented in most literature- our approach
is novel in its employment of collective intelligence (or a crowd approach to image labeling). Often times, models are
built on the opinions of only a select one or two professionals, or even via natural language processing (NLP). But with
crowd intelligence, one can obtain a diversity of opinions and minimize potential for bias. As demonstrated by Table 2,
applying ensemble learning to even this collective intelligence approach provides for a synergistic opportunity to maximize both human and machine intelligence [23]. As reflected by Halabi et al. [20], “model heterogeneity is an important
aspect of ensemble learning,” which includes both the model ensemble diversity, but also the user diversity within each
model. It is with this logic that a more optimistic and harmonious future of AI with humans is likely to contribute far
more to medicine than either alone.

Figure 6: An overview of model architectures and their performance on ImageNet. We can see that EfficientNet achieves
state-of-the-art results and uses fewer parameters than most modern CNN architecture [22].
Table 1: Weighted Kappa Artificial Intelligence Evaluation Results.
#

Method

Quadratic
Weighted Kappa

1.1

B3 base

0.345

1.2

B4 base

0.399

1.3

B5 base

0.373

1.4

Ensemble (B3+B4+B5)

0.401
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Evaluation

Table 2: Collective Intelligence Evaluation Results.
#

Method

Quadratic
Weighted Kappa

2.1

Crowd Intelligence

0.36

2.2

Artificial Intelligence

0.40

2.3

Ensemble (Crowd+AI)

0.47

6. Conclusion
AI is transforming the way medicine is practiced. Based on our results, we have demonstrated that a collective intelligence and ensemble approach to labeling medical imaging data is superior to crowd ML or AI alone. But this is not the
first time centaur or collective intelligence has been praised within medicine. Poses et al. demonstrated that a group of
less experienced residents and fellows were statistically superior in predicting critically ill patient outcomes compared
to their attending counterparts [24]. Similar collective intelligence support has been seen in studies with nevi [25],
mammograms [26], and even in emergency medicine decision making [15]. More recently Halabi et al. reiterated the
importance of ensemble or collective intelligence approaches, as datasets can be replicated and legitimized to continue
to improve dataset results [20]. By undertaking a collective intelligence approach, we can optimize the best aspects of
both machines and humans, as evidenced by the example provided from our initial analysis of these datasets.
One of the strengths of this collective intelligence approach to AI in medicine is that human error is reduced and the
opportunity for the “second opinion” is inherently provided by the “wisdom of the crowd” [26]. We have demonstrated
that to achieve a labeling accuracy comparable, if not superior, to a medical professional is through a reliable crowd and
well classified dataset. Balanced data is key to achieving validated datasets. This is true for both “easy” and “difficult” cases,
and this is where a harmony of generalizability and fine tuning become extremely helpful within collective intelligence.
AI learns by example. Ultimately, the validating data is only as good as the training data. In order to ensure successful
results from a collective intelligence approach, the training data must be balanced and high quality. Thus, to replicate
a study, we recommend that practitioners take this into account, in the same way any patient would for a single physician’s opinion.
As the development of AI progresses, physicians are encouraged to stay up to date on the evolving technologies that
impact our patient outcomes, experiences, and perceptions. Effective and consciousness implementation of AI requires
the investment and flexibility of the medical community. Medical providers have a unique role within this new era of
medicine– and the role will evolve alongside the technology. Through dissemination of understandable content to the
medical community, it is our hope that providers can more seamlessly integrate AI into medical care.
7. Limitations
The limitations to this study obviously are most apparent in the inherent bias that can be introduced from any crowd,
a problem experienced by other companies and AI algorithms [27] already. Additional bias may be introduced through
the incentives we offer to users. As mentioned, users are incentivized to use the application, DiagnosUs, for either personal learning interests or by the money that is set and awarded to the most accurate user.
The other limitations within this study revolve around the data used. As mentioned earlier, the Kaggle dataset
employed was initially imbalanced. Minimizing overfitting and bias is possible with appropriately preparing balanced
data [28] and using a diverse crowd [16]. Test and validation datasets inherently also help with this process.
This particularly affected our results because the dataset we used required extrication resulting in a significantly
smaller training dataset. Because the initial larger Kaggle dataset was substantially biased with labels of 0,1, and 2, we
had to account and proportion an appropriately balanced dataset. As a result, our analysis is limited because of the variation and amount of available and equally distributed data.
8. Future Work
The most useful implication from this experiment is its applicability with better balanced datasets. With larger and
more balanced data, the results of both the AI and the collective intelligence (built with the ensemble approach of
human and machine intelligence) will be far superior.
Lastly, there are many future implications for this study. This approach is not limited to diabetic retinopathy. In
fact, there are plenty of opportunities within medicine today that would allow for data analysis that could further
improve diagnostic efficiency and accuracy. The implications of what this could mean, both for developed and developing c ountries has yet to be explored with the advent of this new technology, but is arguably promising and exciting.
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